A particle is always not pure. It always contains hiding antiparticle ingredient which is the essence of special relativity. Accordingly, the Klein-Gordon (KG) equation and Dirac equation are restudied and compared with the Relativistic Stationary Schrödinger Equation (RSSE). When an electron is bound in a Hydrogenlike atom with pointlike nucleus having charge number Z, the critical value of Z, Zc, equals to 137 in Dirac equation whereas Zc = M µ (137) in RSSE with M and µ being the total mass of atom and the reduced mass of the electron.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Einstein mass-energy relation E = mc 2 reveals the simple proportionality between energy E and mass m of any matter with c being the speed of light. For a free particle moving with velocity v, the mass m is related to its rest mass m 0 as m = 2 , which approaches infinity when v approaches to c. On the other hand, when an electron is bound in the Coulomb field of point nucleus with charge Ze (e > 0) to form a hydrogenlike atom, according to the prediction of Dirac equation (with infinite nucleus mass m N → ∞), the electron energy will decrease. For 1S state it will approach to zero when Z approaches 137.
The aim of this paper is to show that all the above variation in particle mass can be ascribed to the variation of relative ratio of hiding antimatter to matter in a particle. That is the ratio R of hiding positron ingredient to electron ingredient in a electron, which determines the mass of electron in free motion case and the total energy E of Hydrogenlike atom in binding case. While there is a upper bound for the velocity of electron v max = c, (m max = ∞), there is also a lower bound for the total energy E in the later case E min = 0 at Z c = The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section II and III the Klein-Gordon (KG) equation and Dirac equation are discussed respectively to show the same role of symmetry of particle-antiparticle played in the relativistic quantum mechanics but with different outcome. In particular, the critical value Z c for KG equation or Dirac equation is 
II. KLEIN-GORDON EQUATION
For simplicity, we begin from a particle with mass m 0 but without spin. It is described in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics by the Schrödinger equation. Then its kinetic energy reads 
In other words, the mass of electron m = m 0 − B c 2 would decrease without lower bound if the charge number of nucleus Z is sufficiently large.
However, the situation becomes quite different in the theory of special relativity. Consider a meson π − bound in a point nucleus (with infinite mass m N → ∞). Its wave function Φ( − → x , t) satisfies the Klein-Gordon (K-G) equation. [1] , [2] (ih
The main point of view in this paper is as follows. We should look at Φ being composed of two kinds of fields
Then Eq. (3) can be recast into the form of coupling Schrödinger equations:
Eq. (5) is invariant under the transformation ( − → x → − − → x , t → −t) and
The meaning of θ and χ can be seen from the continuity equation:
with the "probability density"
and the "current density"
We explain the field θ being the "particle (matter) ingredient" of a particle, whereas χ being the hiding "antiparticle (antimatter) ingredient" inside a particle.
See first the free motion case V = 0. The particle is described by a plane wave function along z axis:
Beginning from E = m 0 c 2 . |χ| increases from zero until the limit of momentum p → ∞, i.e., E → ∞, or
Let us discuss the wave packet:
If consider σht m0
1 to ignore the spreading of wave packet in low speed case (v c). Then we perform a "boost" transformation, i.e., to push the wave packet to high speed (v → c) case. Thus we see in the figure 1 that:
(i) The width of packet shrinks -Lorentz contraction.
(ii) The amplitude of ρ increases -"boost" effect.
(iii) The new observation is that both |θ| 2 and |χ| 2 in ρ increase even more sharply while keeping |θ| > |χ| to
The ratio of hiding |χ| 2 to |θ| 2 reads:
It is interesting to see the stationary 1S state (zero angular momentum state with principal quantum number n = 1) in field V (r) shown in Eq. (1) . Now the energy level is quantized to be
which is a function of Z. When Z → . Meanwhile, the ratio
increases from zero to the upper limit 1, as shown in the figure 2.
III. DIRAC EQUATION
Next turn to the electron case. Being a particle with spin 1 2 , it is described by a Dirac spinor wave function
with four components. Here θ and χ, (each with two components) usually called as the "positive" and "negative" energy components in the literature [1] , [2] are just the counterpart of θ and χ for particle without spin. However, in this case, instead of (9), we have
Hence for a freely moving electron wave packet, instead of figure 1, we have figure 3. One sees that both θ † θ and χ † χ are increasing with the velocity v. But they are constrained within the boosting ρ and the invariant quantity during the boosting process is
where the inequality ensures that the electron is always an electron though the hiding "antielectron (positron)" ingredient |χ| is already approaching |θ| when v → c. The ratio reads
On the other hand, when the electron is bound inside a hydrogenlike atom, the energy level of 1S state is
which decreases to zero when Z → 1 α 137 as shown in figure 4 . Meanwhile the ratio
increases from zero to 1 , similar to Eq.(17) and the curve in figure 2.
IV. RELATIVISTIC STATIONARY SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION (RSSE)
As is well known, the one-body KG equation and Dirac equation are derived in covariant formalism, i.e., by the combination of the principle of special relativity (SR) with that of quantum mechanics. However, it is not easy to generalize them into two-body or many-body case. Now the analysis in above two sections show that the principle of SR is equivalent to the coexistence of θ and χ states in a particle with the symmetry of transmutation between them under the space-time inversion ( − → x → − − → x , t → −t) as shown at the Eq.(6). So we manage to establish an equation for two-particle system based on this symmetry. Denote the coordinates and masses of two particles by − → r 1 , − → r 2 and m 1 , m 2 . The particle and antiparticle ingredients are described by wave functions θ( − → r 1 , − → r 2 , t) and χ( − → r 1 , − → r 2 , t). We propose the coupling equation as follows (h = c = 1):
Note that, however, here
in contrast with the Eq.(7). The reason lies on the dynamical nature of nucleus (particle 1) which would transform into antinucleus under space-time inversion whereas the V in Eq. (7) is treated as an external potential imposed by the inert core without change in space-time inversion. Furthermore, here both θ and χ is involved in the term containing V in contrast with Eq.(5). Of course, these two points can only be verified by the equation derived and eventually by experiment.
Introducing the coordinate of center of mass 
Considering a stationary state with momentum − → P in the system of center of mass, we set
where E is the total energy of system, yielding
For a binding state, the binding energy B of system is defined as ( This RSSE has an important feature that its eigenvalue ε has a lower bound ε min = −M/2 as shown in (28), corresponding to B max = M or E min = 0. Just like in the case of KG or Dirac equation, this lower bound is also characterized by the condition. lim E→0 χ = θ as shown by Eq.(25). But this time it leads to the critical value of Z for a Hydrogenlike atom being
which is much larger than that in KG or Dirac equation since
M µ
1. This is no surprise because of the different meaning of V discussed above. Actually the concept of binding energy B is related to the whole system composed of two particles, so in Eq,(29) two mass parameters M and µ are involved. To treat the nucleus as an inert core is not so reasonable. We would like to stress that in RSSE case there is no any singularity at B = m 2 = m e (when Z c √ 2(137)) or B = 2m e (when Z c 2(137)) where |χ| |θ| still. No considerable instability of atom could be expected at Z c or Z c . Being a onebody equation, the Dirac equation, in our point of view, had greatly overestimated the antiparticle ingredient of an electron in the hydrogenlike atom.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
(a) In our point of view, there is no any "negative energy electron sea" filling the continuum states ranging from (−m e c 2 ) to (−∞). If defining unrigorously the electron energy E e = E − B − m N c 2 in the Hydrogenlike atom (with extended nucleus), when E e < −m e c 2 , it was often said the electron is diving into the "sea" and may trigger the emission of positron and the formation of "charged vacuum". To our knowledge, this kind of concept provided a tentative explanation to the observed abnormal electron-positron emission in the experiment of heavy ion collisions. We think further investigation of this problem is necessary.
(b) In nonrelativistic quantum mechanics only the particle (e.g., the electron) is considered. the velocity of particle can enhance without a upper limit. On the other hand, the energy of a binding particle can decrease without a lower limit either. Its mass m 0 remains unchanged in any case.
(c) In relativistic quantum mechanics, a particle is always not pure. It is accompanied by its hiding antiparticle ingredient essentially. If a free rest particle with mass m 0 described by θ ( − → x , t) , the accompanying χ ( − → x , t) will be excited coherently once the particle is set into motion or bound in a system. Then its velocity v is bound from above by a limiting speed c (E max = ∞) while its energy E of bound system is bound from below: E min = 0. At both sides (E = ∞ or 0), the ratio of ingredient of antiparticle to that of particle:
(d) The common essence of any matter is the basic symmetry Eq.(6). It could be stated as a postulate that "the space -time inversion ( − → x → − − → x , t → −t) is equivalent to the transformation between particle and antiparticle". [3] (e) However, inside a particle, θ always dominates χ, i.e., |θ| > |χ|. So they do not exhibit the symmetry Eq.(6) explicitly. Being the "slave" in the particle, χ has to obey the "master" θ. In particular, the wave function for an electron in freely motion reads always as
On the other hand, if we perform a space-time inversion, , t) reduces into the slave. Then Eq.(30) turns into the wave function for a positron:
(f) The ratio R < 1 could be viewed as an order parameter characterizing the status of a "particle". Formally, if we always define R = |χ|
, then R > 1 will characterize the status of an "antiparticle". In other words, we look at the "negative energy" state of a particle directly as the "positive energy" state of its antiparticle, either for KG particle or for Dirac particle. It seems to us that the historical mission of the concept of hole theory for electron is coming to an end. (g) Actually, all the strange effects (including the Lorentz transformation) in special relativity can be derived by the symmetry Eq.(6) in combination with the principles of quantum mechanics. [4] , [5] .
(h)The correctness of RSSE can also be seen when it is used in the study of Lamb Shift [6] . For further discussion on the concept in contemporary physics, see Refs [7] , [8] , [9] 
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